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Lung cancer, one of the most common cancers worldwide,
has traditionally relied on molecular testing of major
biomarkers. However, this type of testing can be expensive
and time-consuming, resulting in infrequent testing and
suboptimal treatment decisions. To address this issue, the
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) provides
guidelines for lung cancer treatment, which include
recommendations for molecular testing.

• The H&E-stained histological images of the tumor having
matching pathogenic mutations were downloaded from
TCGA database for the training and testing purpose.

• The input image was segmented into 65 x 103 tiles, each of
64 µm2 in size for an individual pathological class.

• 80% of the data set was used for training the engine, while
validation and blinded study were respectively performed
on the remaining 10% of the data.

• Resnet AI algorithm was trained to predict lung specific hot
spot genomic alterations

• Program extracted histopathological features, followed by
pattern mapping to predict genomics status based on the
results of NGS testing from 480 samples.
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• Using single blinded clinical samples, our AI model
analyzed whole slides and predicted for the presence of
major hot spot genomic alterations, with a high sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy.

• Table 1 summarizes the parameter matrix for the
following clinically significant variants: KRAS, ALK, EGFR,
MET, ROS, STK11 and RET.

• A high sensitivity and specificity was observed for variants
encoding mutated cell surface proteins compared to
variants encoding intracellular mutant targets when
compared on similar training and testing parameters (e,g,
ALK to MET and ROS to MET).

• The prediction efficiency of AI engine will improve with
training with a large, better quality data set.

AI-enabled Prediction of lung cancer specific hot 
spot gene alterations from histology images
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• Effective cancer management requires accurate molecular
profiling to guide treatment decisions.

• Limited access to molecular testing, high costs, and long
turnaround times can hinder frequent testing, despite
NCCN guidelines.

• We developed an AI-enabled platform to predict gene hot
spot genomic alterations from a single H&E slide, aligning
with NCCN guidelines.

• The platform's approach is rapid, precise, and cost-
effective.

• This approach has the potential to improve cancer
management through targeted therapy decisions.

• AI-enabled prediction of hot spot genomic alterations can
yield results comparable to next generation sequencing
technology with much lower turnaround time, cost and
resources.

• Based on pattern associated with H & E slides, the AI
engine predicted presence of actionable gene alterations
with a high positive and negative prediction values.

• The AI based digital pathology methods hold great
potential for prediction of actionable mutations and offer
better treatment options for lung cancer patients.

Evaluation parameters for tested samplesSample (n = 480) Gene 
Accuracy 

(%)F1-score (%)NPV (%)PPV (%)Specificity (%)Sensitivity (%)TestingTraining

9797100949410062248KRAS
100100100100100100416ALK
949490100100881872EGFR
75666610010050416MET

100100100100100100416ROS
7778807573822288STK11
67506010010050624RET
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